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The 1932 edition of The Methodist Hymnal began its preface
with the observation that "for each worshiping generation 'the people
called Methodists' have provided a revised edition of the HYMNAL."!
N ow one very likely reason for such revision is a shift in theological
outlook, and the present investigation seeks to apply the methods of
redaction criticism to the last two versions of the Hymnal so as to
infer some of the theological presuppositions of the respective committees responsible for their contents. 2 Since each of these committees
was chosen to be representative of the pluralistic strands of theological thought in its day, what the committee modified in the hymnbook
forms a body of weighted data pointing to the mainstream mood of
Methodism at that time. It is not necessary to understand the processes by which the committees reached their decisions; every change
represents a consensus which was at the least not objectionable to the
several members of the committee and not repugnant, presumably, to
those whom they represented. Consequently, an elem.ent of objectivity
is obtained by this method which is often hard to achieve in historical
research.
To reduce the size of the study, only those hymns written, translated, or revised by John or Charles Wesley were considered. The
text of each such Wesley hymn appearing in the past two editions of
the Hymnal was collated against the preceding edition to detect all
changes, apart from capitalization, punctuation, or the like.3 In addi1 The

Methodist Hymnal: Official Hymnal of the Methodist Church (Nashville:
The Methodist Publishing House, 1932, 1935, 1939), [po vii]: the copy used in the
present research bears the printing symbol uN-59" and is subsequently denoted
1932 Hymnal.
2The subject editions are the 1932 Hymnal and The Methodist [-lymnal: Official
Hymnal of the Methodist Church (Nashville: The Methodist Publishing House, 1964,
1966); the copy used in the present research bears the printing symbol "B" and is
subsequently denoted 1964 Hymnal.
3The predecessor to the 1964 Hymnal was taken to be the 1932 Hymnal and to
the 1932 Hymnal the predecessor assumed was The Methodist HY1nnal: Official
Hymnal of the Methodist Episcopal Church and the Methodist Episcopal Church;
South (Cincinnati: Jennings and Grahanl and New York: Eaton and Mains, 1905) ;
the copy used in the present research bears no printing symbol and is subsequently
denoted the 1905 Hymnal. Consequently, the scope of the study is arbitrarily
limited to the Methodist Episcopal heritage within United Methodism.
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tion, each ,vas collated against the third edition of John \rVcsley's
hynlnbook or, if absent fro111 that volume, against a text in the Osborn
collection." Hence, it was possible to determine whether each modifica tion was such as to increase or to decrease the agreement wi th the
,rVesleyan text defined in these sources.
It must be noted explicitly that changes alone were taken as
evidence. Moreover, a change involving rewording of common text
was seen as more significant than the addition or deletion of a whole
stanza or hymn, with the assumption that the former was more likely
to have been theologically motivated.
After repeated consideration of the data base thus assembled,
various theological patterns seemed to emerge. It is felt that these
,vere not subjectively impressed upon the evidence. To the extent
that these categories were perceived in the changes, then, they may
safely be attributed to the theology current ,,\Then the changes were
introduced into the Hymnal. The most frequently recun-ing patterns
of changes are taken up in the following sections.
I. SOTERIOLOGY

There are many dimensions to the plan of salvation worked outnot always together-by the brothers Wesley, and it is often difficult
if not impossible to separate these aspects from each other. Both
John and Charles were capable of weaving into the fabric of their
hymns glimpses of their views with respect to the role of prevenient
grace, the possibility of repentance, the hope of sanctification, and
so on. When they changed their minds or disagreed, the text would
be revised; Rattenbury cites a classic rewording by John while he
and his brother were divided on the possibility of sanctification before
death:
4Many of the hymns (but not all) were at least partially located in [J.
Wesley], A Collection of HYlnns, for the Use of the People Called Methodist (3rd
ed., corrected; London: J. Paramore, 1782); the copy used in the present research
had been that of G. Osborn, is no,\! in the Frank Mason North collection at Drew
University, and is subsequently denoted 1782 Collection. The choice of this edition
was prompted by the following observation:
The third edition was really the book as it finally left 'Vesley's hands. To that
it has never been precisely restored [R. Green, The Works of John and Charles
TVesley: Containing an Exact Accou.nt of All the Pu.blications Issued by the
Brothers W'esley; Arranged in Chro'nological Order, with a List of Earl)! Editions,
and Descriptive and Illustrative Notes (2nd ed., revised; London: 11ethodist
Publishing House, 1906), p. 207].
Any text missing from the 1782 Collection, whether an entire hymn or merely a
portion, was located in G. Osborn, ed., The Poetical Tl'orhs of John and Charles
Wesley: Reprinted from, the Originals, with the Last Corrections of the Authors,:
together with the Poems of Charles Wesley not before Published (13 vols.; London:
Wesleyan-Methodist Conference Office, 1868-1872); subsequently this secondary
source is cited by volume and pllge (e.g., Osborn I, 123) as well as whatever
Osborn gives as his source.
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Charles:
'T'is done: Thou dost this moment
save,
Thou dost with pardon bless;
Redelllption through Thy blood I
have,
And heaven in Thy peace.

John:
'Tis done: Thou dost this moment
save,
With full salvation bless.
Redemption through Thy blood I
have,
And spotless love and peace. S

Both versions of this stanza also display the manner in which several
soteriological elements could be closely linked in a few words by the
Wesleys. Nevertheless, when one's attention is directed only at the
changes in the hyrrmbook, the motifs tend to separate, the following
three perhaps more than some others.
Identification as a Sinner
There is, after all, no need for any aspect of salvation if one is
not a sinner. That the people called Methodist may have wavered in
this identification is suggested by the evidence. For instance, in 1932
a stanza containing the following lines was deleted from the hymn,
"Blow Ye the Trumpet, Blowl":
Ye slaves of sin and hell,
Your liberty receive.6

While the 1964 Hymnal restored another stanza removed from this
hymn in 1932 (part of the blood atonement pattern discussed below) ,
this one was not. In addition, examination of the 1905 Hymnal discloses several whole hymns placing emphasis upon the reality of one's
sinful nature which disappeared in 1932 and did not reappear in the
next edition. 7
On the other hand, there is a suggestion of a reversal of this
trend with the hymn, "Depth of Mercy!" All of the past three editions
of the Hymnal rework the hymn into a cento, but in 1964 a different
secon~ stanza was chosen which seems to intensify the identification
as a SInner:
1905 and 1932:
I have long withstood His grace,
Long provoked Him to His face,
Would not hearken to His calls,
Grieved Him by a thousand faIls.8

1964:
I my Master have denied;
I afresh have crucified,
Oft profaned his hallowed name,
Put him to an open shame. 9

Curiously, of the original thirteen stanzas, which Charles titled,
"After a Relapse into Sin," John included only twelve in his last
hymnbook-omitting the very stanza which is now restored with the
1964 Hymnal!10 Moreover, the latest edition is unique among the
5This example, taken from the hymn, "Come, Then, My God, the Promise
Seal," is discussed at some length in J. E. Rattenbury, The Evangelical Doctrines of
Charles Wesley's Hymns (London: The Epworth Press, 1941), pp. 64-5.
61905 Hymnal, no. 294; cf. 1932 Hymnal, no. 189 and 1964 Hymnal, no. 100.
7Cr. e.g., 1906 Hymnal, nos. 244, 269, 401.
81905 Hymnal, no. 267, and 1932 [iY1nnal, no. 200.
91964 I-Iymnal, no. 94.
lOOsborn I, 271-3 [Hymns and Sacred Poems (1740)], cf. 1782 Collection,
no. 162.
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three both for including a fifth stanza to hymn number 3] 0, "] es us,
vVe Look to Thee," and also for adding (incompletely) Charles'
conversion hymn, ",!\There Shall My Wondering Soul Begin?" as number 528.
Consequently, while most of the changes were omlssions or inclusions and thus but the weakest sort of evidence, it is found that
the 1932 H)'mnal at several points weakens the sense of one's sinfulness and at none seems to strengthen it while just the reverse is
true with the 1964 Hymnal.

Blood Atonement
''''hile the Wesleys spoke freely of the centrality of blood atonement in the salvation economy, more recent Methodists give evidence
of not accepting such talk. Whether this observation points to a displacement of the notions of propitiation and/or expiation cannot be
determined from the present evidence, although the language pattern
is fairly strong. For instance, in the closing line of the ceuto, "I ,!\Tant
a Principle \tVithin," one is driven to the "blood . . . ",,,hich makes
the wounded whole"11 in 1905, while the more recent editions use
the word "grace."12 In all, some half-dozen cases were found in the
1932 Hymnal) only one of which was reversed in 1964. 13 ""ith respect
to whole hymns added or dropped, only the 1964 Hymnal offers any
data at all, and the two cases give contrary indications. 14
Hence there is considerable evidence pointing to a reduction in
the mentioning of blood atonement in 1932, which would imply that
this view did not playa strong part in the theology of that generation.
The evidence for 1964, however, is not conclusive, although at one
point the action of the previous committee was reversed.
Sanctification
""hile the Wesleys often were divided over the dynamics and in
particular the timing of sanctification, both John and Charles drew
heavily upon the thirty-sixth chapter of Ezekiel for their language.
Recurring through the hymns are references to stony and fleshly
hearts, and these appear to have been instances of quasi-technical
terminology used in connection with sanctification. It is instructive,
then, to consider what the recent hymnbooks have done with Charles'
lengthy hymn, "Pleading the Promise of Santification: Ezekiel xxxvi.

111905 Hymnal} no. 320.
12 I932 Hymnal, no. 299, and 1964 Hymnal, 110. 279.
13Cf. 1905 Hymnal, nos. 156, 256, 310, or 569, with the similar hyl11115 in the
later editions; the single restoration took place in the case of the hylnn, "'Blow
Yc the Trumpet, Blow!" the third stanza (as given by the 1964 H)'11111 a I) no. 100)
of which was found in the 1905 edition but not in that of 1932.
14The 1964 edition dropped "Forever Here My Rest Shall Be," which was no.
373 in the 1932 I-Iymnal, but added "Eternal Son, Eternal Love," no. 471, which
originally referred to ccbleeding grace" in what is now the first stanza; cf. Osborn
II, 335-7 [l-Iymns and Sacred Poems (1742)].
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23, &C."lS The 1905 Hytnnal included three hymns which contained
t,velve of the original twenty-eight stanzas-including one of them
t,vicep6 No portion of the hymn is to be found in the 1932 edition,
but the 1964 Hymnal contained a five-stanza cento, four stanzas of
which ,,,,ere among those in the 1905 Hymnal and a fifth which increased the portion of the original available to recent generations of
Methodists to somewhat less than one-half. 17 Parenthetically, it must
be noted that the hymn for Charles assumed the form of a prayer-the
prolnised new heart remains a gift and is not to be taken for granted.
There are other indications besides the total absence of this hymn
in 1932 which suggest that Wesleyan notions on sanctification were
not acceptable at that time. The "new heart" motif was observed to
disappear in two other cases. In the cento, "I Want a Principle Within," the fleshly heart was buried under an expanded reference to
filial awe, which might suggest that the Fatherhood of God was more
important in the theology of that generation.l 8 Again, the hymn,
"Come, 0 Thou All-Victorious Lord,"19 was dropped along with its
acknowledgement of a stony heart.
Beyond the language of Ezekiel, there are four cases where stanzas
were dropped in 1932 with the results of a de-emphasis upon Wesleyan
sanctification. 20 Perhaps the most extreme case 'occurred in John's
translation of the hymn by Gerhardt, "Jesus, Thy Boundless Love to
Me," where the direction of the giving was changed! The 1905 Hymnal
prays, "Be thou my constant flame," while the 1932 Hymnal promises,
"Myself to Thee entirely give."21
One slight exception was discovered to the pattern running
countel' to the views of the Wesleys on sanctification, but very weak
indeed are the hints at sanctification in a hymn added in 1932, "Christ,
Whose Glory Fills the Skies."22 Moreover, none of the changes introduced in 1932, with the exception of the Ezekiel hymn, was even
partially reversed in 1964.
Nevertheless, there is a suggestion of renewed emphasis to be
found in six additions made in 1964. 23 On the other hand, a hymn
lSOsborn II, 319-23 [Hymns and Sac1'ed Poems (1742)].
161905 Hymnal, nos. 366, 377, and 378; the final stanzas of nos. 366 and :577 are
alike except for one word; if the formation of the 1905 edition of the hymnbook
were of interest, this doublet would be a good place to start, since the wording in
366 matches what Osborn reprints for Charles (cf. n. 15) while that of 377 agrees
with John'S 1782 Collection, no. 381.
171964 Hymnal, no. 281.
18Cf. 1905 Hymnal, no. 320, with 1932 Hymnal" no. 299, and 1964 Hymnal}
nos. 279 and 280.
191905 Hymnal, no. 241.
20For three of these, cf. the 1905 Hymnal, nos. 297, 375, and 560, with the
corresponding hymns in the 1932 edition; the fourth case is considered briefly in
the present discussion.
21Cf. 1905 I-Iymnal, no. 333, with 1932 Hymnal, no. 222.
221932 Hymnal, no. 32.
23In four cases, the added material consisted of stanzas not included in 1932
but found in the 1964 Hymnal; viz. no. 137, stanza 4; no. 193, stanzas 5 and 6;
and no. 310, stanza 5; and no. 464, stanza 3; the other two cases 1964 Hymnal, nos.
457 and 471, were not in the previous edition and contain sanctification reference8.
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\veakened in 1932 was eliminated altogether in the next cdition. 24 A
more significant bit of data, involving rewording of text common
to successive editions occurred in the hymn, HLove Divine, All Loves
Excelling," by the substitution of the word Hlife" for Hgrace" in the
petition, "Let us all thy grace receive," which obscures the sanctification references in the hymn. 25
On balance, however, there appears to have been a slight increase
in the use of sanctification language in 1964. As with the decrease
noted in 1932, exceptions were observed. Nevertheless, the weight of
the evidence seems to indicate that stress upon perfecting grace given
from above waned and then revived somewhat in the past two hymnbooks.
lit:
•

lit:

It may be recalled that a similar pattern was detected in the discussion of identification as a sinner. With respect to blood atonement,
the negative trend is quite clear in. 1932, although there is no clear
trend in 1964. However, the evidence marshalled strongly indicates
that here at least are some elements of the theology of the Wesleys
which were not fully acceptable to recent generations of the people
called !v.1ethodist.
II.

THE LIFE OF THE CHURCH

While it is very likely true that there is no aspect of Wesleyan
theology which is not in some sense soteriology, there emerged from
the data base assembled for this study a pattern more sharply directed
toward the life of the believer within the context of the community of
believers. While the early Methodist societies may well have borne
little resemblence to the United Methodist Church of today, nevertheless there has been a transfer-and modification-of the hymns
of the societies for the present body. It seems worthwhile to consider
two general areas explicitly.
Sacraments and Sacramentals

The place to start is the Lord's Supper. The 1964 Hymnal adds
no fewer than three of Charles' eucharistic hymns, all of which were
not in the previous two editions. 26 Included in these are key Wesleyan
views on the theology of the Lord's Supper, such as eucharist as a
means of grace operating mysteriously-perhaps even before baptism:
Sure and real is the grace,
The manner be unknown.27
24The hymn, "Father of Jesus Christ, My Lord," 1905 I-I)'m.nal, no. 297, and
1932 Hymnal, no. 203; cf. n. 20, above.
25Cf. 1905 Hymnal no. 355, and 1932 Hymnal) no. 372, with 1964 H)"1l1101, no.
283.
261964 Hymnal, nos. 315, 328, and 332.
27Ibid.) no. 332.

Another 1110tif underscored by these additions is the important concept
that the one loaf is a sign of the one Church in Jesus Christ:
Who thy mysterious supper share,
I-Icre at thy table fed,
Many, and yet but onc we arc,
Onc undivided bread.28

Little evidence was found in 1932, although there is an oblique reference to the Lord's Supper in the hymn, "Come, Let Us, Who in
Christ Believe," which was eliminated in the 1932 Hymnal and restored in 1964:
But sup wi th us, and let the feast
Be everlasting love.29

However, it is probably best to avoid drawing many conclusions from
such weak and ambiguous data and remain uncommitted on the
attitude toward Wesleyan eucharistic theology in 1932. However the
cumulative effect of the several hymns added or restored in 1964
suggests a renewed concern at that time.
Virtually no evidence was uncovered on the other sacrament, but
there is added in 1964 a baptismal hymn, HeOrne, Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost,"30 yet it is not so identified. Rather it is called a hymn
of dedication, which is about all that is left when the following
stanza is removed:
Answer on them the end of all
Our cares, and pains, and studies here;
On them, recovered from their fall,
Stamped with the humble character!
Raised by the nurturc of the Lord, "
To all their paradise restored.31

About all that can be safely inferred from this hymn as it was edited
into the 1964 Hymnal is that another Wesley hymn dealing with the
life of the Church was added. No data derived from 1932 changes appeared to deal with Baptism.
Mixed data were also encountered on the covenant service, which
is a kind of sacramental in the Methodist tradition. The 1964 Hymnal
dropped one covenant hymn and restored two stanzas eliminated in
1932 from another such hymn.3 2 However, these dropped stanzas seem
rather to be part of an avoidance pattern discussed below than to
have much to do with the covenant service. As for the love feast, the
1964 section, HAids for the Ordering of Worship: Service Music,"
adds a fragment of a hymn written by Charles for this tradition
picked up from the Moravians-but there is nothing in the hymnal so
28Ibid., no. 328.
291905 I-Iymnal, no. 36 t and 1964 Hy7nnal, no. Ill.
301964 I-Iymnal, no. 344.
311782 Collection, no. 461.

32Dropped was the hymn, "CoIne, Let Us Anew Our Journey Pursue/' no. 536
in the 1932 Flymnal; restored were the final stanzas of "Sing to the Great Jehovah's
Prai sc," 1964 I-Iyn-lnal, no. 510.
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to identify it. 33 Of a more general nature, a hYlTIn stressing the presence of the Christ in the worshiping community was added in 1932
and a paraphrase of Psalm 150 ,vas added in 1964. 34
Consequently, there is to be observed a net gain of six hymns by
Charles which deal ,vith the Church at worship. In 1932 a general
hymn was added and a eucharistic hymn dropped, and in 1964 this
eucharistic hymn was restored together with three similar hymns and
three of various kinds, although a covenant hymn was dropped. One
may conclude that a desire to rediscover Wesleyan ideas about worship
was at work in 1964.

Discipleship
In addition to the Church at worship there is the Church at "'lork,
and there is a little evidence drawn from the 1932 Hymnal which
suggests weakly at least that discipleship in that generation may not
have been regarded in Wesleyan terms. This inference is made from
the deletion of stanzas from three hymns found in both the 1905
and the 1932 editions.3 5 On the other hand, there was added in
1932 a stanza to the hymn, "Jesus, My Strength, My Hope," which
perhaps makes the hymn more emphatic:
I

want a true regard,
A single steady aim . . .36

The 1964 Hymnal retained this change and reversed the other
three ameliorating changes introduced in 1932, although in the case
of the hymn, "And Are We Yet Alive?" the restoration is incomplete.3 7
In addition, this edition differed from the preceding two by including the hymn, "Lord of the Harvest, Hear,"38 which is a call to
discipleship as long as the worshiping congregation realizes that it
is to supply the workers for the white fields. It would appear, then,'
that if the evidence points weakly to a decrease in a sense of
discipleship---at least in Wesleyan form-in 1932, a somewhat stronger
positive indication was found in 1964. It is possible that other concepts of discipleship are to be found in other hymns-those arising
from the social Gospel movement, perhaps-but this thought goes
beyond the scope of the present research.

•

• •
331964 Hymnal} no. 790; in the 1782 Collection} nos. 505-8, this hYmn consists
of four parts, each composed of four eight-line stanzas.
341932 Hymnal} no. 25, and 1964 Hymnal, no. 15, lvere both hYmns not found
in the previous editions.
35Cf. 1905 Hynlnal, nos. 222, 320, and 560, with the corresponding hymns in
the 1932 llymnal, nos. 400, 299, and 402, respectively.
361932 Hymnal, no. 343.
37Cf. 1932 Hymnal, nos. 299, 400, and 402, with the corresponding hytnns in
the 1905 Ilymnal (see n. 35) and the 1964 Hymnal, nos. 279, 341, and 336, respectively.
381964 llymnal} no. 339.
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The life of the Church gathered for worship thus showed increased
use of vVesley hyu1ns for specific ri tes, especially in 1964-. The life of
the Church scattered to serve showed a slight weakening of a Wesleyan
sense of discipleship in 1932 which was clearly reversed with the
1964 Hymnal.
III. UNPLEASANTRIES
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The present section collects some disjointed themes which appeared to have in common a negative response from the members of
the hymnal committees. The suspicion persists without demonstration
that these represent subjects not rejected outright but which made
the editors-and thus presumably their Methodist contemporariesfeel uncomfortable. No matter whether this is the correct evaluation,
these avoidance patterns were found in' the actions of the revisers.
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Death and Eschatology
The Wesley hymns frequently show an interest in and almost an
eagerness for death and the second coming of Christ in judgment;
often such references are in stanzas and hymns .deleted in the past
two editions. However, the tendency is most telling in the modifications introduced into common text, such as in the cento, "Soldiers of
Christ, Arise," in which the closing lines in the 1905 Hymnal read:

I-

!

Still let the Spirit cry,
In all his soldiers, "Come,"
Till Christ the Lord descend from high,
And take the conquerors home.39

The eschatology was changed to inevitable death in 1932:
Till Christ the Lord who reigns on high,
Shall take the conquerors home.40

However, the 1964 text approximates the original-the 1905-wording, but the verbs are changed to the indicative.
Other indications of a sensitivity towards death and the final
judgment are to be found in the changes to the hymn, "Rejoice, the
Lord is King." The 1932 Hymnal dropped the final three stanzas
found in the 1905 edition, one of which changed the thrust of the
hymn from praise of the Christ as King to picturing him as eschatological judge. 41 This stanza was restored in modified form in 1964-but
the archangel and his trumpet disappeared and the words, "Jesus
the Judge," became instead, "Our Lord the Judge."42 Then too, there
are the verses dropped from the covenant hymn, "Sing to the Lord
Jehovah's Praise," mentioned in the section above on the life of the
Church:
391905
401932
411905
421964

Hymnal,
Hymnal,
Hymnal,
Hymnal,

no.
no.
no.
no.

382.
282; cf. 1964 Hymnal, no. 250.
178; cf. 1932 Hymnal, no. 171.
483.

\
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Our residue of days or hours
Thine, wholly thine, shall be
And all our consecrated powers,
A sacrifice to thee,
Till Jesus in the clouds appear
To saints on earth forgiven,
And bring the grand sabbatic year,
The jubilee of heaven.43

This text was restored in 1964, as was the hymn, "Lo, He Comes
with Clouds Descending," which has as its subject the second coming
of the Christ. 44 However, most of the stanzas and hymns deleted in
1932 were not restored, and in one case a hymn displayed a reduced
reference to death in 1932 and was altogether removed in 1964. 45 On
the other hand, only the 1964 Hymnal of the past three editions
contains the hymn, "Jesus, Lord, We Look to Thee," whose closing
stanza has a typical \t\Tesleyan death reference. 46
The thrust of the evidence marshalled under this head makes the
probability high that death and eschatology were de-emphasized in
1932. The data for 1964 are inconclusive, although it is suggested that
it was sought to restore in a somewhat more palatable form something which was discarded before.

Two Loaded Words
It is further conjectured that in 1932 one avoided talking about
hell or about anything that suggested Mariology. For instance, in the
hymn, "Christ the Lord is Risen Today," among the lines dropped
in the 1932 HYl1lnal was one reading, "Christ has burst the gates of
hell."47 The "Ye slaves of sin and hell" line of the hymn discussed
above under Identification as a Sinner) "Blow Ye the Trumpet, Blo,v,"
may have suffered removal in part because of its use of this \'-lord. Less·
clear-cut is the situation of the hymn, "Jesus! the Name High over
All," both because the omission of the stanza beginning, "Thee shall
I constantly proclaim," was taken above as evidence of the '\vaning
and waxing of Wesleyan notions of discipleship and also because
there were two places in the hymn where hell ,\vas mentioned which
the 1932 committee left unchanged. 48

43Cf. 1964 HymnalJ no. 510, ·with the corresponding hymn in the editions of
1905 and 1932.
441964 HY1nnalJ no. 364, which includes a stanza-the third-not found in the
1905 Hymnal no. 601.
45Examples of hynlns deleted in 1932 and not subsequently restored are nos.
103, 162, 216, 278, 590, and 600 in the 1905 FlYlnnal; the pattern of avoidance "'as
also seen in the revision of 1905 I-Iymnal J nos. 227, 228, and 605, which appeared
as nos. 403, 404, and 522, respectively, in the 1932 Hylnnal. There is nothing in
the 1964· I-Iymnal corresponding to no. 403 in the 1932 edition.
461964 I-Iymnal J no. 309.
47] 905 I-IymnalJ no. 156; cf. 1932 Hymnal J no. 154.
48Cf. ] 905 I-IymnalJ no. 222, with the corresponding hylnn In the editions of
1932 and 1964.
J
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The 1964 Hymnal restored this stanza and also added two other
references to hell. There was a return to the Wesleyan text of the
hymn, "Thou Hidden Source of Calm Repose," ending with "heaven
in hell" rather than "All-in-AII" as the previous two editions. 49
Moreover, by the inclusion of Charles' conversion hymn is added his
reference to himself as "a child of ... he11."50
Unfortunately, the instances cited exhaust the changes in the
Wesley hymns involving a mention of hell. Clearly the conjecture that
hell was not a popular word in 1932 is neither established nor refuted. On the other hand, it would appear more acceptable to speak
of hell in the eyes of the 1964 revisers than it was in 1932.
The suspicion of an anti-Mariology current is even less well substantiated, but the data are worth mentioning. In the Christmas
hymn, "Hark! the Herald Angels Sing," the 1905 Hymnal read in the
second stanza:
Late in time behold him come,
Offspring of a virgin's womb.51

The 1932 Hymnal dropped the fourth stanza found in its predecessor,
which was based upon the Proto-Gospel in the third chapter of
Genesis, but took one of the lines to modify the second stanza to read:

"
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Long desired, behold Him come:
Finding here his humble home.52

The 1964 Hymnal almost returned to the or1ginal wording of this
couplet, but it read, " ... of the [emphasis added] virgin's womb."53
Now it is unlikely that the 1932 Hymnal committee wished officially
to deny the dogma of the virgin birth (whether or not they agreed
with it) , since this doctrine is grounded in traditions not easily changed
such as canon, creed, or even Articles of Religion. It seems more
plausible to suggest that an unpleasant motif was avoided by the
1932 rewording.
More telling may be the only other piece of evidence in the Maryavoidance pattern: in the hymn, "0 Love Divine, How Sweet Thou
Art," one of the stanzas dropped read as follows:

o

that I could forever sit
With Mary at the Master's feetl
Be this my happy choice;
My only care, delight, and bliss,
My joy, my heaven on earth, be this,
To hear the Bridegroom's voice.54
491782 Collection, no. 201; cf. 1905 Hymnal, no. 466, with the corresponding
hymn in the editions of 1932 and 1964.
501964 Hymnal, no. 528.
511905 Hym,nal, no. 111; the text at this point agrees with that of Charles in
Osborn I, 183-4 ["Hymn for Christmas-Day," Hymns and Sacred Poems (1739)],
although most of the traditional wording is the work of George Whitefield.
521932 Hymnal, no. 86.
531964 Hym.nal, no. 387.
541905 H'ymnal, no. 368.
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The stanza clearly refers to the story in the closing verses of the ten t h
chapter of Luke and was followed in the 1905 H)'1nnal by one about
John, tlle beloved disciple; in the original, there was also a stanza on
Peter.5 5 But if one did not know or happen to recall the sister who
made the "happy choice," possibly some member of the congregation
might conjure up an image of the mother of Jesus as some sort of
auxiliary regent with the ascended Christ. Hence, even though it is
the wrong Mary, the stanza had to go lest The Methodist Hymnal be
thought to support a Mariology!
:Ie
:I:

*

Perhaps the hymnal committees were not embarrassed to affirm an
orthodoxy which they could not fully accept in their time; on the
other hand, maybe the melnbers sought to eliminate the unpleasantness when they could.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present study has examined the numerous Wesley hymns in
the past three editions of The Methodist Hymnal. At this macroscopic
level-the number of hymns-much of the detailed picture is suggested: the 1905 Hymnal contained 138 Wesley hymns, 78 of which
were dropped in 1932, although that edition added 3 other hymns
for a total of 63 Wesley hymns in the 1932 Hymnal; the 1964 edition
dropped 6, none of which had been added in 1932, restored 6 dropped
in the previous edition, and added 19 not· found in ei ther of the
others for a net total of 82. It woulc'- seem that even so coarse a
measure as this points to a lack of emphasis upon the 'tVesleyan·
tradition in 1932 which was somewhat reversed in 1964.
The pattern of de-emphasis in 1932 was indicated in the cases of
Wesleyan ideas about identification as a sinner, blood atonement,
death and eschatology, and sanctification. The suspicion ,vas
raised that the word "hell" and the mother of Jesus had negative
associations in 1932. The life of discipleship as seen by the vVesleys
also appeared to have been not fully accepted. There was not enough
information to assess whether 1932 was a time sympathetic to \!\Tesleyan
views on worship.
On the other hand, in J.964 the thrust of the data generally pointed in the opposite direction from that perceived in 1932, although
rarely without counter examples. A renewed emphasis did seelll indicated in acknovvledging one's sinful state and upon death and eschatology, worship, and sanctification. Wesleyan ideas about the life of the
Church at work seemed to be regaining strength, but the data 'vere
550sborn IV, 341-2 [l-Iym,ns and Sacred PoenlS
(1749) ].
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ambiguous on the question of blood atonement. In general, if there
,vas a reversal, it was only in direction; the pendulum did certainly
not fully swing.
As for the use of hymns to sense the theological mood of the
times, it was felt-particularly in the case of discipleship-that the
theological attitudes were not fully accessible through the Wesley
hymns. If Methodists in 1932 were indifferent toward traditions
coming from the Wesleys, for instance, then in what were they interested? Looking only at the Wesleyan evidence can never disclose
this. What is called for is a more broadly based inquiry which looks
at the whole Hymnal. Such a study could properly employ the present presuppositions about the help that is given hermeneutically by
the knowledge that each edition is the work of a representative committee, which assumptions were nowhere threatened either by the apparent trends or by the inconsistencies -of them.
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